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ABSTRACT 
This study investigated the distribution and randomness of numbers in square root 2. Rstudio was used in 
extracting the square root of 2 up to 1,000 digits. The Chi-square test is used for testing the uniformity of the 
numbers, and the runs test is used for testing the randomness of the numbers. Results show that the 
distributions of the generated numbers for n = 100 and for n = 1,000 are uniform. The sequence of numbers 
generated for n = 100 and n = 1,000 appears to be random. 
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INTRODUCTION  
In mathematics, a square root is a factor of a number that 
gives the original number when multiplied by itself. Hence, 
the concept of a radical expression, or more precisely 
square and cube roots, is said to have originated in Egypt 
and Babylonia around 1800 B.C. In addition, the concept of 
square and cube roots appears to have originated in 
geometric representations, notably in the discovery of the 
length of a square or cube's side with a known area [5].  
 
In the same manner, the ancient Babylonians are also 
credited with being the first civilization to record exact 
approximations of non-square numbers, such as square root 
of 2, which would later be referred to as irrational numbers 
[3]. In addition, YBC 7289 tablet is one of the most well-
known Old Testament figures from the Yale Babylonian 
Collection. The actual provenance and age of this Babylonian 
mathematical clay tablet are uncertain; however, the 
circular form of the tablet and the paleography implies that 
it was made in Babylon, somewhere in southern 
Mesopotamia, written by a trainee writer, a modern Iraq 
sometime in the first third of the second millennium BC [4]. 
 
In addition, irrational numbers are any real number that 
cannot be expressed as the quotient of two integers. It can 
be expressed as an infinite decimal expansion with no 
repeating digits and the square root of 2 is the best example 
[1, 7]. 
 
The distribution of numbers in radicals is useful in real life. 
A rational exponent is an exponent in the form of a fraction. 
Any expression that contains the square root of a number 
is a radical expression. Both have real world applications 
in fields like architecture, carpentry and masonry. Radical 
expressions are utilized in financial industries to calculate 
formulas for depreciation, home inflation and interest. 
Electrical engineers also use radical expressions for 
measurements and calculations. Biologists compare 
animal surface areas with radical exponents for size 
comparisons in scientific research [2]. 
 
In statistics, distribution is a function that provides the 
chance that the variables observed value will fall within  
any given range of potential values.  

 
 
It also tells how often each value occurs and normal 
distribution is the most widely used distribution [6, 8]. 
The sequence of Random Numbers plays an important 
role in cryptology particularly in coding and decoding 
information. 
 
This study aims to determine the distribution and 
randomness of numbers in the square root of 2 and to 
verify if the sequence of numbers in the square root of 2 is 
uniform and random. The scope of this study limits its 
coverage to n = 100 and n = 1000 generated numbers in 
the square root of 2. The generated numbers were used for 
testing for uniformity and randomness. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tables 1 and 2 give a brief summary of the characteristics 
of the numbers generated, and figures 1 and 2 show the 
observed and expected value of the numbers generated in 
the square root of 2. 
 

TABLE 1: Distribution of Numbers in √2 (n = 100) 
 

n = 100 
NUMBERS FREQUENCY 

1 8 
2 8 
3 11 
4 9 
5 7 
6 10 
7 17 
8 12 
9 8 
0 10 

TEST FOR UNIFORMITY 
𝜒2 =7.6; 
p-value = 0.574903 

TEST FOR RANDOMNESS 
z-value = -0.7205; 
p-value = 0.47121 

Mean (expected) = 4.5 Mean (observed) = 4.75 

Variance (expected) = 8.25 Variance(observed)=8.11 
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Table 1 exhibits the frequency distribution of numbers 
extracted in square root of 2. A total of 100 digits are 
extracted. The frequencies of numbers in the extracted 
square root of 2 for n = 100 ranged from 7 to 17. The 
computed value 𝜒2 = 7.6 with a p-value of 0.574903 justifies 
the uniformity. The z-value of -0.7205 with a p-value of 
0.47121 braces the sequence is random. The generated 
numbers show an observed mean of 4.75 and a variance of 
8.11, which are very close to the expected values. 
 

FIGURE 1: Clustered Column Chart for the Observed and 
Expected Frequencies (n = 100) 

 

 
 
Figure 1 is the frequency bar graph of n = 100. The highest 
appearance in 100 extracted values of square root of 2 is 7 
with a frequency of 17 and the smallest is 5 with a 
frequency of 7. The observed and expected frequencies are 
almost the same. 

TABLE 2: Distribution of Numbers in √2 (n = 1000) 
 

n = 1000 
NUMBERS FREQUENCY 

1 99 
2 108 
3 82 
4 100 
5 104 
6 90 
7 104 
8 113 
9 92 
0 108 

TEST FOR UNIFORMITY 
𝜒2 = 8.18; 
p-value = 0.518106 

TESTFOR RANDOMNESS 
z-value = 1.22474; 
p-value = 0.22067 

Mean (expected) = 4.5 Mean (observed) = 4.481 

Variance (expected)= 8.25 Variance (observed)=8.41 

 
 

Table 2 presents the frequency distribution of numbers 
extracted in square root of 2 with total of 1000 digits 
extracted. Frequencies of numbers in the extracted square 
root of 2 for n = 1000 ranged from 82 to 113. The computed 
value 𝜒2 = 8.18 with a p-value of 0.518106 suffices that it is 
uniformly distributed. In the test for randomness, the z-
value is 1.22474 with a p-value of 0.22067 supports the 
sequence is random. The generated numbers show an 
observed mean of 4.481 and a variance of 8.41 have a very 
minimal difference to the expected values. 

FIGURE 2: Clustered Column Chart for the Observed and 
Expected Frequencies (n = 1000) 

 
Figure 2 is the frequency bar graph of n = 1000. The highest 
appearance in 1000 extracted values of square root of 2 is 
8 with a frequency of 113 and the smallest is 3 with a 
frequency of 82. Observed frequencies are closed to the 
expected frequencies. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
By the chi-square goodness of fit test, the distribution of 
numbers in the square root of 2 for n = 100 and n = 1000 is 
uniform. With the runs test, the sequence for n = 100 and n 
= 1000 is also random. We recommend further study on 
generating numbers and testing the distribution for 
uniformity and randomness on other irrational numbers. 
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APPENDIX 
 

(Extracted value of square root  
of 2 in n = 100 and n = 1000) 

 

 
n = 100 

 

1.414213562373095048801688724209698078569671875376948073176679737990732478462107038850387534
3276415727 

 
n = 1000 

 

1.414213562373095048801688724209698078569671875376948073176679737990732478462107038850387534
3276415727350138462309122970249248360558507372126441214970999358314132226659275055927557999
5050115278206057147010955997160597027453459686201472851741864088919860955232923048430871432
1450839762603627995251407989687253396546331808829640620615258352395054745750287759961729835
5752203375318570113543746034084988471603868999706990048150305440277903164542478230684929369
1862158057846311159666871301301561856898723723528850926486124949771542183342042856860601468
2472077143585487415565706967765372022648544701585880162075847492265722600208558446652145839
8893944370926591800311388246468157082630100594858704003186480342194897278290641045072636881
3137398552561173220402450912277002269411275736272804957381089675040183698683684507257993647
2906076299694138047565482372899718032680247442062926912485905218100445984215059112024944134
1728531478105803603371077309182869314710171111683916581726889419758716582152128229518488472 
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